Start Here
Get our app for the free tram tour, daily showtimes, and audio tours.

NASA TRAM TOURS
Tour availability varies.

**Red Tram Tour**
Visit George W.S. Abbey RocketPark, where one of only three remaining Saturn V rockets is displayed, along with other rockets that propelled space exploration.

Duration: 45 mins

**White Tram Tour**
Visit the iconic Christopher C. Kraft Mission Control Center and discover the Apollo Mission Control from which NASA led Gemini and Apollo missions.

Duration: 60 mins

**Blue Tram Tour**
Walk an elevated path through the Astronaut Training Facility where NASA astronauts train for current missions and NASA develops next-gen space vehicles.

Duration: 60 mins

FILMS & SHOWS
Check daily schedule for show times, locations, and special presentations.

**Space Explorers: The ISS Experience** (Film)
Located at the Space Center Theater.
Duration: 30 mins

**Down to Earth: The Astronaut Perspective** (Film)
Located at the Mission Briefing Center.
Duration: 30 mins

**New Perspectives** (Live)
Living aboard the International Space Station. Located at the International Space Station stage area.
Duration: 15 mins

**BOOM** (Live)
The science behind combustion. Located within the Artemis Exhibit area.
Duration: 15 mins

Please note that these are open-air tram tours. Tours may be interrupted due to inclement weather. The NASA Tram Tour visits working government facilities which are subject to availability.

Map
Welcome to Space Center Houston

FAQ

- Visit the shuttle by entering through Starship Gallery and exiting to Independence Plaza.
- Visit the Falcon 9 rocket by following the path beyond Independence Plaza, enter between the building and fence area.
- Visit the NASA Tours
  Step 1: Download the app to join the tram boarding line.
  Step 2: Explore while you wait.
  Step 3: Come to the boarding area 10 minutes before your tram departure.
- Wheelchair access to second level located at the elevators.
- Need help? Visit the Guest Services desk to the right of the main entrance or flag any SCH crew member in a blue shirt.

NASA Tram Tour Locations (off-site)

1. Red Tour: Rocket Park
2. White Tour: Mission Control
3. Blue Tour: Astronaut Training Facility

Guest Services
Restroom
Unisex/Accessible
Entrance/Exit
Elevator
ATM Machine
Food
Souvenir Photos
Stage Show
Gift Shop
Nursing Room
Quiet Room
Supported by THINK Neurology for Kids

Daily Schedule